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LEGAL NOTICE: 
 
The Publisher has strived to be as accurate and complete as possible in the 
creation of this report, notwithstanding the fact that he does not warrant or 
represent at any time that the contents within are accurate due to the rapidly 
changing nature of the Internet. 
 
While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in this 
publication, the Publisher assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions, or 
contrary interpretation of the subject matter herein. Any perceived slights of 
specific persons, peoples, or organizations are unintentional. 
 
In practical advice books, like anything else in life, there are no guarantees of 
income made. Readers are cautioned to reply on their own judgment about their 
individual circumstances to act accordingly. 
 
This book is not intended for use as a source of legal, business, accounting or 
financial advice. All readers are advised to seek services of competent 
professionals in legal, business, accounting, and finance field. 
 
You are encouraged to print this book for easy reading 
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Writing Meta Tags  
 

Remember Your Motives  

Search engine optimization isn't just about getting a top listing. Ultimately, 
webmasters optimize their pages in hopes of getting sales, or, for content-based 
sites, getting ad revenue. This should always be your first priority. 

For example, consider that you were searching for "shoes," and that the first 
listing looked like this: 

Shoes Online: Sneakers, Sandals, Shoes, New Shoes, Footwear 
Come to Shoes Online to get shoes! We have all kinds of shoes, sandals, 
sneakers, and more. Shoes Online has great footwear. Click here for shoes! 

Would you click on it? And furthermore, would you consider buying shoes from 
that website? You probably wouldn’t. 

Even though search engine optimization usually focuses on search engines, it's 
important to remember that everything you do still needs to appeal to users.  

Keep this in mind as you "optimize" your title and Meta tags. I've seen many sites 
that have titles like the one above, and they may get a good ranking, but the 
person ranked lower than them (just a few positions lower) will get more clicks 
than they do. 

Why? 

- It's simple, the title is more attractive, and is well optimized without looking like 
keyword spamming. 

 
What's Your Deal?  

What do you want your title and description to accomplish? Most likely, you 
would make a list that looks something like this: 

1. Put your site at the top of search results. 

2. Quickly and accurately tell users what your site is about. 

3. Convey a positive image of your company.  

 



This is a good time to think about what makes your website unique: 

• Does it have lower prices? 
 

• Do you have higher-quality items? 
 

• Do you have a bigger inventory? 
 

• Do you have useful content? 

You can't possibly write a search listing if you aren't sure what your website is 
selling. 

Now, choose the one key idea that you want every user to know before they 
even arrive at your website. Also, choose one key phrase that describes your 
website. 

Remember: If you want to make a phrase a "secondary" phrase, then that's 
probably not what your site is about. From the shoes example: 

• Key Idea: We have a large selection of shoes. 

• Key Word or Phrase: shoes  

Keep these in mind as you write your title and Meta tags. 

 
Write the Description First  

Most people write a title, and then Meta tags. I, on the other hand, prefer to write 
the description (Meta tag) first. There's a reason for this, it's to ensure I have a 
clear idea of what I want to emphasize about my site. 

Write one or two sentences that describes what your site is all about. Although 
you can include more than one aspect of your site, the primary impression that a 
reader gets should be the main idea that you wrote. 

Remembering the idea and word that I came up with earlier, I might write 
something like this for my description: 

“We sell a large selection of shoes, including athletic, formal, and casual. All 
shoes in our inventory have free shipping.” 

 



 
Things to consider: 

• You should use your keyword or phrase two to three times in your 
description. 

• Try to keep it as short as you can. 

• Don't say that you're the "best," the "biggest", etc. This means nothing to 
users. 

• Don't use exclamation points--ever. 

• If you can live without a word, don't use it.  

 
Writing the Title  

Now, trim down your description to a phrase or two. You can use this in your title. 
For a title, I'm going to use: 

Shoes Online - A Variety of Shoes with Free Shipping 

It's best to use either a keyword twice or a key phrase once. Note that it's short 
and to the point. This is important. 

- Now you can see why I used a description first, as by writing a description it 
enabled me to then pull my title based on my description. 

Here's the original listing: 

Shoes Online: Sneakers, Sandals, Shoes, New Shoes, Footwear 
Come to Shoes Online to get shoes! We have all kinds of shoes, sandals, 
sneakers, and more. Shoes Online has great footwear. Click here for shoes! 

And the new listing: 

Shoes Online - A Variety of Shoes with Free Shipping 
We sell a large selection of shoes, including athletic, formal, and casual. All 
shoes in our inventory have free shipping. 
 
The major difference between the two is that the latter achieves the keyword 
indexing focus for my primary keyword without reducing its keyword relevancy 
weight, and it gives a nice description that displays a good aspect of what we are 
offering. 



I'm pretty sure that "Free Shipping" would entice a few more users to click than 
listing out a bunch of keywords in my title. 
 
Remember, the key is to combine optimization with good marketing. 

 
Writing the Keyword Tag  

Most search engines (Google being the main exception) recognize a special tag 
which allows you to list keywords that your page is relevant to. These are 
invisible to users, but will raise your rank for searches with those words in them. 

I recommend using about ten words, though you shouldn't use the same word 
more than three times (or the search engines will penalize you). Don't include 
helper words like "and" or "with." 

Make a list of search phrases that you want to be listed under. If you follow our 
shoes example, and remembering to use the overture search suggestion tool, we 
can come up with the following keywords: 

• shoes  
• discount shoes  
• cheap shoes  
• shoes free shipping  
• discount shoes free shipping  
• sandals  
• athletic shoes  
• sandals free shipping  
• discount athletic shoes  
• (and all combinations thereof)  

Now, your challenge is to create a list of approximately 10 words, while not using 
the same word more than three times. 

Also, keep in mind that search engines do consider which keywords are placed 
next to each other (they are assumed to have relevance to one another). 

So, my list will look like this: 

cheap discount shoes free shipping shoes sandals discount athletic shoes 

 
 
 
 
 

http://inventory.overture.com/d/searchinventory/suggestion/


Putting it All Together  

Now, the HTML that goes in my <HEAD> tag will look something like this: 

<HEAD> 
<TITLE>Shoes Online - A Variety of Shoes with Free Shipping</TITLE> 
<META name="description" content="We sell a large selection of shoes, 
including athletic, formal, and casual. All shoes in our inventory have free 
shipping."> 
<META name="keywords" content="cheap discount shoes free shipping shoes 
sandals discount athletic shoes"> 
</HEAD> 

 

Overall Title & Meta Tags Conclusion

Keep in mind that fewer and fewer search engines are displaying Meta 
descriptions, and almost none show Meta keywords. However, in many search 
engines these still make a difference in your rank for a given term. 

But the Meta tags won't give you an astronomical ranking for those terms. 
Google doesn't consider Meta tags at all. More likely, it will increase your rank (at 
engines besides Google) if you also use those terms in your site's content as 
well. 

For the time being, Meta tags are still worth it, since many engines use them as a 
significant factor. 

Titles, on the other hand, are not only obvious to the user, but can also be a huge 
factor in your ranking. 

All in all, titles and Meta tags are definitely important, but inbound links and your 
site's textual content are still just as significant. 



Webmaster’s Resources 
 

Recommended Resources 
 
Cheap Web Hosting  – Why are you paying high monthly fees when you can get 

an unmetered traffic, cPanel web Hosting account with 10 addon domains 
and unlimited sub-domains from only $12 - a year! Unmetered space 
account are available as well. 

 
Make Money Online  – The only make money online membership site that 

based on The Magical Formula delivers incredible value to it’s 
subscribers. The benefits are worth way more than the membership fee -- 
and I mean WAY more. 

 
Datorsam Domains – eliminate the middle man. Get your income generating 

domain name for less than the cost of a fast food lunch. 
 

Recommended Payment Processors 
 
PayPal – start accepting credit card payments from customers from several parts 

of the world! 
 

 

http://www.cheapwebhosting-1.com/
http://www.makemoney-1.com/
http://www.datorsamdomains.com/
http://www.click-here-for.info/on/PayPal


Congratulations! 
 

“Your Purchase of this Book 
Entitles You to a FREE Lifetime 

Membership Privileged Access to 
The Magical Formula … Worth 

$197.00!” 
 

 
 

Dear Valued Reader, 
 
I would like to invite you to join my online internet marketing course, The Magical 
Formula, as a privileged Subscriber! Your enrollment benefits entitle you to: 

• Receive offers to incredible, never before seen products you can sell 
and pocket all the sales from, 

• Adding an infinite arsenal of wisdom that you can put to good use, 
when creating your online empire, 

 
• And much, much more! 

 
This private access is valued at $197.00 but as a gesture of thanks for joining me 
in this short, fast but thrilling adventure through the pages of this book, this 
privilege is yours $197.00 FREE of CHARGE. Consider it a bonus, but you’ll 
want to be connected to the Internet right now to take advantage of this bonus! 



 
So get connected to the Internet if you haven’t just yet, and click on the link 
below to sign up – no catches! 
 
Click Here to Sign Up For The Magical Formula For Life 

Changing Income for FREE
 
This is my way of saying thanks and I look forward to seeing you on my 
subscriber list! ☺ 
 
 
P.S. Once you’re inside the online material, you’ll discover all the possibilities of 
building your Internet Business on steroids. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

http://www.makemoney-1.com/MagicalFormula
http://www.makemoney-1.com/MagicalFormula
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